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Performance, 
power and 
pace

Cutting-edge naval architecture and smart engineering are trademarks of all 
Heesen yachts, but even more so for YN 19550 Project Altea. 

At 50 metres in length and below 500GT with a shallow draft, this yacht arguably 
possesses the most efficient hull form in her class. The FDHF hull design devised 

by Dutch hydrodynamicists Van Oossanen has been engineered by Heesen’s 
in-house naval architects to deliver speed, performance, a high degree of comfort 
in all sea conditions and unparalleled fuel efficiency throughout the full spectrum 
of speeds. Built in lightweight aluminium to the highest tolerances by Heesen’s 
talented welding team, Project Altea displaces approximately 320 tons.
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Project Altea’s contemporary 
profile is characterised by a long 

waterline and floor-to-ceiling 
windows. A gently reversed 

stem with spray rails gives her a 
distinctive look.
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Providing fast yet highly efficient 
performance thanks to a Fast 
Displacement Hull Form and a 
draft of just 2.15 metres.
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A sense of 
adventure

With a shallow draft ideal for remote cruising, Altea 

makes far-flung adventure easy. The absence of fashion 

plates and the open bulwarks reveal unrestricted views 

for those on board. When heading ashore, tenders 

neatly stored on the foredeck are easily accessible for 

spontaneous exploration, whether cruising the quiet 

bays of the Mediterranean or heading into colder climes 

in search of polar bears, whales and floating glaciers.
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Functional layout,     
effortless open-air living

Dedicated areas for lounging and sunbathing are 

on the fore, top and aft decks. Project Altea’s design 

provides exceptional deck space to enjoy open-air 

living at its fullest. 
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Stylish cohesive living made simple. 
Floor-to-ceiling windows and open 
bulwarks offer unparalleled views. 

The masterful use of mirrors inside 
the main saloon provides a sense of 
space and magnifies the connection 

to the outdoors.
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Main saloon

Interior design 

Intimate and 
relaxing 
Renowned designer Cristiano Gatto has created an intimate and tranquil ambiance to help 
guests relax after an active day at sea. Bespoke furniture in organic shapes blend seamlessly 
with refined designer pieces by Minotti, Giorgetti, Flexform and Promemoria. 

Warm walnut veneers, soft matt finishes and a unique, custom-designed, hand-tufted carpet 
by Luxury Pride create a welcoming and relaxed atmosphere on board. Project Altea offers 
indoor living in full comfort.

Material board



The 65-square-metre main saloon dining area is 

flooded with natural light thanks to a bank of floor-to-

ceiling windows that offer unobstructed views onto 

the horizon. The twelve-person formal dining table 

and surrounding space present the ideal opportunity 

for socialising and fine dining. The seating area leads 

directly out to the main deck aft.

Main saloon dining

Panoramic vistas

Dining room
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The sky lounge is one of the most outstanding areas on board, with floor-

to-ceiling windows like a veranda overlooking the ocean. Designed for 

owners and guests to unwind and relax, it features a glass sliding door that 

leads onto the aft deck, a borderless environment between indoors and out.

Sky lounge

A veranda onto the sea

Sky lounge
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Owner’s stateroom

A natural retreat
Located forward on the main deck, a wide corridor leads 

down the starboard side into the Owner’s stateroom, 

which includes a dedicated office space and a seating 

area. Floor-to-ceiling windows on either side create a 

bright and airy space, accentuating the tactile walnut 

panels, exquisite fabrics and custom carpet. Here the 

design, textures and colour palette work in harmony to 

make the space inviting, intimate and relaxing.

Owner’s stateroomOwner’s stateroom
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Owner’s bathroom Owner’s stateroom

Owner’s stateroom

Full beam apartment
Airy and light, the full beam suite provides a spacious 

retreat for owners. The en-suite bathroom represents 

a transition between the exciting outdoor life and the 

tranquillity of the interior. 

Indirect lighting, titanium travertine stone and a 

generous shower with settee offer the perfect space 

for the Owner to refresh and cool off before enjoying 

serene time indoors. 
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The main deck atrium creates an elegant welcome space for owners 

and guests. Warm walnut panelled walls blend with a caramel Flexstone 

laminated marble back wall to create a hospitable and inviting look. 

Floating stairs underpin the stylish design language throughout the interior. 

The open area leads directly through to the saloon and onto the main deck, 

providing the perfect natural transition from interior to outdoors.

Main deck atrium

A warm welcome aboard

Main deck atrium
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Vip bathroomVip suite

Vip Suite

A welcome retreat
The lower deck is home to five welcoming 

guest suites. The full-beam VIP benefits from 

a forward position for extra comfort and 

a calming neutral colour palette. Textured 

linen and soft leather create a warm 

ambience. Adjacent to the shower is a 

large bath tub for full relaxation.
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Guest suites

Smart layout
Two twin and two double suites 

complement the full-beam VIP, 

providing ample space for privacy and 

relaxation. Each cabin is personalised 

with its own colour palette.

Guest suite

Guest bathroom
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Equipped with a sauna and bathroom with shower, the lower deck wellness 

area offers a model space for training and rejuvenating after a day at sea. 

Direct access from the exterior decks makes for a quick and easy transition 

from water. 

Wellness area

Wellbeing on board

Gym
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Advanced 
Hull Design 
Altea’s advanced design is the result of experience gained from her sister 
ship, and extensive studies using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
carried out by Heesen’s long-term partner Van Oossanen Naval Architects. 

50m Aluminium

Central to a yacht’s performance is the efficiency of 

the hull. Both a rough surface and appendages, such 

as stabiliser fins, A-brackets and bow thruster tunnels, 

can create an increase in water friction. Known as flow 

separation, this can affect the yacht’s efficiency, onboard 

comfort, noise levels, and even lifespan. 

Advanced CFD software is used to achieve a reduction in 

resistance and to ensure there is no flow separation.

With a focus on efficient cruising and reduced resistance, 

the CFD is used to measure wave height when cruising at 

speed. The lower the wave, the lower the resistance, the 

more fuel efficient the yacht.

In addition, reducing the wave height can significantly 

decrease noise levels, particularly in the transom area. 

This means a comfortable, quiet and enjoyable onboard 

experience, even in rough seas.

Wave Elevation
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Sun deck Main deck

Wheelhouse deck Lower deck

General  
Arrangement
50m Aluminium
FDHF

10 20 30 400 50 10 20 30 400 50
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Technical Details

Maximum speed (half load):  19.5 knots   

Range at 12 knots:   3,750 Nm

Fuel capacity:   45,000 litres / 11,900 US gallons 

Fresh water:   16,000 litres / 4,200 US gallons

Propulsion Details

Main engines:   2 x MTU 12V 2000 M72

Maximum power:   2 x 1.080 kW

Engine control:   MTU Blue Vision (New Generation) 

Propellers:    2 x Five blade fixed pitch

Main generators:   2 x Zenoro, 118 kW each, 50 Hertz

Bowthruster:   ZF-Marine 90kW, electrically driven

Stabilisers:    Naiad Dynamics, 2 fins, type 720, zero speed

Specifications
50m Aluminium
FDHF

General

Hull type:    Twin propeller, FDHF

Naval architect:   Van Oossanen / Heesen Yachts

Exterior design:   Omega Architects 

Interior design:   Cristiano Gatto Design

Classification):   ABS  A1 Commercial Yachting Service  AMS 

   Large Commercial Yacht Code LY3

Hull:    Aluminium

Superstructure:   Aluminium

Dimensions

Length over all:   49.80 metres / 163 feet 4 inches

Beam over all:   9.10 metres / 29 feet 10 inches

Draft (half load):   2.15 metres / 7 feet 1 inch

Displacement (half load):  Approx. 320 tons

Tonnage:     Approx. 499 GT

Accommodations

Crew:    9

Guests:    12

Cabins:    Full-beam owner’s stateroom, one full-beam    

   VIP suite, two double guest suites and two  

   twin guest suites
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Company

At Heesen 
we don’t just 
build yachts.
We turn dreams
into reality.
For more than 40 years, Heesen has pursued a consistent mission: to create 
yachts with exceptional standards of engineering and meticulous attention 
to detail. To achieve this, skilled hands driven by a passion for perfection 
make all the difference. They are able to fulfil every customer’s dream. 

Our craftsmanship is matched with a hunger for innovation, creating designs 
that continuously push the limit. But the Heesen experience goes beyond 
building a perfect yacht. It’s all about exceeding the client’s expectations with 
first-class service at all times.
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Dream yard

50-metre slipway 

85-metre dry dock

50-metre dry dock

70-metre dry dock

Aluminium construction shed

57-metre dry dock

57-metre dry dock 

57-metre dry dock

Technical department / warehousing

Carpentry

Offices 

Warehousing

Crew offices

Storage

1. 

2.

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10.

11.  

A.

B. 

C. 

D.

Ever since Frans Heesen started out in 1978, the 
shipyard has continuously expanded and improved 
its infrastructure and docks. Today, it is one of the 
most advanced and well-equipped yacht-building 
facilities in the world. 

The shipyard is located in the Dutch city of Oss, 150 

kilometres inland and connected to the North Sea by a 

series of canals and rivers.  

Its 22,000 square metres of covered area and 2,900 square 

metres of workshop space offer everything you need 

to construct a product as complex as a Heesen yacht. 

Production capacity has gradually increased with the 

addition of new docks. In 2016, following the success of 

the 65-metre Galactica Star and 70-metre Galactica Super 

Nova, a 90-metre shed and dry dock were completed. 

These new facilities allow the construction of yachts up to 

83 metres entirely in-house.  
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The secret of our success? If there is such a thing, this is probably it: 
to build yachts of a constant quality and beauty while fulfilling every 
client’s dream – over and over again. Heesen does this by maximising 
efficiency, which in turn gives the organisation more freedom to 
innovate and deliver a quality product with attention to detail, along 
with the very best service.

Preferred length, speed and seagoing requirements are all the information 

a designer needs to give tailor-made advice about the design possibilities 

available. Heesen uses an extensive database with results from tests with 

yachts of every length and shape imaginable. Until recently, this data could 

only be collected by running physical tank tests on prototypes. Nowadays, 

these tests are still being performed, but only to fine tune the results from 

virtual tests using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software. These 

digital tests make it a lot easier to pre-test a design and 

to assess the yacht’s feasibility, allowing the database 

and product portfolio to progress more quickly.

Extensive menu

Currently, the shipyard offers an extensive menu of hull 

types and innovations to choose from in order to create 

the perfect yacht design for each client. Some recent 

innovations include the Fast Displacement Hull Form 

(FDHF) and Hull Vane technology developed by Van 

Oossanen. With every new yacht design, Heesen is 

challenged to find new solutions – innovations from 

which every future Heesen yacht benefits.

Lessons in
aesthetics & 
efficiency

Physical tank test

50m Aluminium 45

Currently, the shipyard offers an 
extensive menu of hull types and 
innovations to choose from
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Heesen‘s modern Oss shipyard builds 
from 40 to 83 metres, all on site

The design
comes to life

The backbone of each Heesen yacht is a hull welded 

to perfection. It is always a magical moment when the 

first contours of the hull appear and the yacht’s design 

comes to life. Heesen uses aluminium – which requires 

highly skilled and experienced welders – and steel to 

construct. In 2016, the shipyard used approximately 

265 tonnes of aluminium and approximately 475 

tonnes of steel to build four yachts – two steel and two 

aluminium hulls.

Hightech
craftsmanship
Building a yacht is probably one of the most complex processes you 
can undertake. Few products involve more skills and technology. 
And in this high-tech era of robots and fully automated production,               
a Heesen yacht is still largely crafted by hand. 



The marriage  
The definitive shape of the yacht is determined by another key moment in the 

building process: the marriage, when the hull and superstructure are joined. It 

is all about perfect timing and precision when the crane operator lowers the 

superstructure onto the hull.

A perfect finish  
Several layers of epoxy primer are applied to the aluminium and steel surfaces 

of the yacht, giving the hull and superstructure a smooth finish and a perfect 

basis for the paintwork. It takes a trained eye and skilful hands to apply each 

layer of coating and paint with exactly the right thickness.
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As one of the few yacht builders to have an entire in-house department 
of interior specialists, Heesen guarantees consistent quality and custom 
design solutions that spark your imagination.

The shipyard’s main interior workshop is situated in 

Winterswijk, just over an hour’s drive from Oss, and 

provides more than 8,100 square metres of working 

space. Here, a large group of craftsmen work on up to 

five Heesen projects at the same time. This is where all 

of the luxury areas – such as the atrium, saloon, dining 

area, owner’s stateroom and guest suites – are created. 

At the shipyard in Oss, another 30 craftsmen work on the 

interiors of all the service areas and sky lounges.

Rather unusually in this industry, Heesen builds its yacht 

interiors entirely in-house, which requires every type of 

machinery and skill on location. ‘This is something that 

has evolved over the years and we are very proud of 

it because we have been responsible for many award-

winning yacht interiors,” says Henry Schreurs, director 

of Heesen Interiors, who refers to the acclaimed My Sky, 

Galactica Star, Elena, Amore Mio and Galactica Super Nova.

This requires a lot of talent. It is one of the reasons why 

Heesen invests heavily in the acquisition of young talent.

Hand-built 
imagination

‘Heesen builds its yacht interiors 
entirely in-house, a service that 

differentiates the shipyard from 
others in the world and enables it to 

guarantee the quality it promises’

Interior workshop  
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Mock-up

The interior construction process consists of two phases. At first, the in-house 

interior department generates a four-square-metre mock-up of the proposed 

interior. This is a full-sized, fully finished interior fitted with handles, switches, 

lamps and even fabrics and flooring. If the owner agrees with the concept, the 

interior department then starts creating workshop drawings and sources all 

the materials, from the exotic to the everyday.

Exquisite materials

Once completed, the interior reaches the second phase – the actual       

creation process, which starts at both atelier locations. The craftsmen work 

with some exclusive wood types, including teak, wengé, Macassar ebony, 

walnut, flamed maple, as well as stained and curved glass, ray and goat skin, 

3D printed elements, marble, onyx and other minerals. There are no limits 

to what the in-house interior specialists can create: the challenge lies in 

processing the materials in the right way. 

Perfect finish

Naturally, raw materials such as bamboo, wood and leather differ from each 

other in their colour or texture. So to create uniformity, the interior specialists 

have to carefully treat each piece of wood by bleaching or staining, or colour 

the animal skin. As well as the material challenge of ensuring every piece 

looks exactly like its proposed design, weight, dimensions and time are other 

constraining factors for the craftsmen involved. However, even with last-

minute changes, these professionals never take short cuts and always ensure 

that they install everything with a perfect finish.

Sealing the decks

Painting with precision

High level cabinet making

Applying exclusive wood veneer

All of the interior components are created in the wood shops in Oss and 

Winterswijk and are then assembled and finished on the yacht itself, which 

requires many different skills for a perfect result.

Interior assembly
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After Sales & 
Yacht Services

Engine room

Heesen’s warranty and customer support team look after all claims and 

warranty. It’s typical for warranty staff to become involved with a project a 

few months before delivery to ensure all parts are in excellent shape when 

the warranty period commences. Heesen’s Customer Support team are 

then on hand to provide general 24/7 support to any Heesen client in need, 

including on location with our flying squad. 

More recently, the shipyard launched a new service: the annual survey. This 

thorough periodical check ensures that yachts are signed off every quarter 

during the warranty period and annually thereafter. This is a mutually 

beneficial check, guarding the operational reliability as well as our brand 

image. This shift from reactive towards preventive and eventually predictive 

maintenance support means an impressive leap forward in customer service 

for all Heesen owners. 

Customer Support & After Sales
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Experience has shown that repairs and replacements 

carried out using non-original components do not 

always meet the high standards that our own engineers 

expect and that Heesen yachts deserve. We believe that 

efficient installation of original, high quality components, 

from fan coils and shaft bearings to propellers, is the best 

way to ensure operational reliability and avoid a delayed 

or cancelled cruise due to technical failures. Of particular 

relevance to owners is that using original spare parts 

also helps to maintain the resale value of a yacht over 

time. To avoid downtime for the owner and guarantee 

prompt assistance to captains, Heesen maintains 

excellent relations with all the leading equipment 

suppliers. The Heesen original spare parts service means 

that captains and engineers can rest assured that high-

quality, warranty-protected and competitively priced 

components arrive on time ready for speedy installation. 

Original Spare Parts
The yachting industry often relies on local shipyards 

and subcontractors when maintenance and repair work 

is required. Unfortunately, this usually means that the 

original high standards of engineering and construction 

can be compromised. The aim of Heesen Refit is to 

ensure that Dutch quality standards are maintained 

throughout the lifecycle of the yacht. We achieve this by 

combining the shipyard’s extensive resources, expertly 

coordinated by Fleet Service Manager Inno Gunsing and 

the whole Heesen Yachts team. Together we can advise 

and manage the refit, repair or renewal process to ensure 

the best outcome. Furthermore, Heesen’s flying squad of 

technicians is ready to travel at a moment’s notice to any 

location in the world. 

“It doesn’t matter if it’s an interior, exterior or engineering 

refit, it needs to be done to the best quality standards,” 

says Inno Gunsing. “The advantage for owners is that the 

Heesen Yacht Services programme allows them to build 

up a solid service record. That can only help to maintain 

the reliability, quality and value of an expensive asset.” 

Heesen Refit
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